
Going Batty on the River
Back in January the Bedfordshire Bat Group gave a
presentation about bats to the Viking Kayak Club. The
talk ended by announcing a collaboration between the
groups to survey the upper reaches of the Great Ouse
in Bedfordshire, from Harrold to Bedford. A survey
had been completed before but the information was
now 25 years old.

The first of these surveys happened on May 24th. It
was a lovely calm evening with clear skies, we arrived
at Harrold bridge, our party contained six paddlers and
two bat group members. The canoes were unloaded
and carried to the bank side, pairs of paddlers were
assigned to boats - it was already obvious this was not
going to be a ‘Bats and Boats’ experience. We launched with a grind of boat on river bed, note to self, must
loose some weight, and struggled into a bit deeper water. The river levels were very low, but we managed to
ride the ‘rapids’ down from the bridge and into the main flow of the river.

We stopped to look at some otter spraint (poo) on a
concrete block before drifting slowly downstream. The
light seemed to take a long time to fade, friendly ban-
ter and chatting about paddling and bats filled the time,
the midges were out in force, plenty of bat food here
then.

Suddenly the bat detector made a sound, we had a bat!
It was a Noctule, our biggest bat and one that comes
out early, then another and another, we could actually
see five Noctules flying high above the tree line at the
same time - nice. We continued our controlled drift
downstream and can across an area where the trees
lined the river, the detectors started making noises
again, “it sounds different this time” someone said, it
was a Soprano Pipistrelle circling the bank side.
Round the corner and we heard yet a different rhythm
on the detectors, the Daubenton’s bats were feeding

just above the water in an enclosed bend of the river. We formed a stack with the canoes to watch them, a
torch was used to illuminate the bats as the fed on the water surface. As the stack started to drift apart the
bats came between the canoes, literally two feet away from us! We also heard Common Pipistrelles circling
above our heads.

We  paddled through another set of ‘rapids’, which proved much more difficult to get back up, to see what
was there, time was getting on so we decided to head back, “shift your weight back in the canoe and we may
be able to get through the deeper bit” , I was instructed. “Paddle hard now”, we scraped the boat and paddles
on the river bottom again as we made slow headway through the ‘rapids’ and back into calmer, deeper,
water. A gentle paddle upstream, and a slight diversion through the reeds for some, as we struggled to see
the main river channel in the dark. A final push to get through the initial ‘rapids’ and back onto dry land.

Well what can I say, an amazing encounter with the bats at such close quarters and in good numbers, good
company  and a great weather, what more could you ask for.
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